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After the Halo event of , there is a brief but violent period
of civil war among the humans. Two armies on opposite sides of
a canyon, the Reds and Blues.
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Red vs. Blue. 17 seasons. In the distant future, two groups of
soldiers battle for control of the least desirable piece of
real estate in the known univers.
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Project Freelancer casts a mighty long shadow. In nine seasons
of Red vs. Blue, the top-secret military operation has
affected the lives of the Blood Gulch crew.
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Blue - Wikipedia
Blue is a Machinima/CGI-animated military Work Com set
the background of the Halo game series. Its creators,
Teeth Productions, .

Red vs. Blue - Wikiquote
May 25, An exclusive still from the 10th season of Red vs.
Blue, the Halo parody series that will premiere on May Image
courtesy Rooster Teeth.
How the longest-running web series, Rooster Teeth's 'Red vs.
Blue,' makes money - Digiday
Red vs Blue Life in Blood Gulch is just as boring as you'd
imagine. There's nothing to do aside from stand around and
talk. I mean, I suppose you could also .
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Categories :. Dylan submits her story, explaining that after
spending time with the Reds and Blues, they definitely do not
possess the qualities typically associated with heroes.
StartaWiki.TheywerefriendswithanotheremployeetherenamedGeoffLazer
Sarge: What are they saying? Unlike the previous seasons,
Season 15 is the first standalone season, with Joe Nicolosi
explaining that the "story of the Red vs. Blue versus Red will
conclude at [episode] twenty-one," adding that the following
season would be a completely new adventure.
There'snothingtodoasidefromstandaroundandtalk.He escaped by
eating his way out of the grave.
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